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https://www.gciencia.com/destinos-ciencia/castro-de-barona-
en-el-confin-del-mar/
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1. Punteiro (chanter);
2. Fol (bag);
3. Roncón (bass drone);

a) Copa (top section); 
b) Segunda (middle section); 
c)

Prima (lower section);
4. Ronqueta (tenor drone);
5. Chillón, Chión or Pión (soprano drone);
6. Soprete (mouthpiece);



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dEQsM4SApQs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t5PRvn3EFR0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dEQsM4SApQs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t5PRvn3EFR0


• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_cevIJqQf2A

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_cevIJqQf2A


• The gaita has continuous change:
from the odrecillo or little bagpipe

morphological  & technical 

• consisting solely of  blowpipe, bag and chanter.

• up to the Sophisticated instrument formed by blowpipe, 
bag, chanter and three drone pipes still used today. 

• gaiteiros fame transmitted from generation to generation

• Extremely sculptural iconography in Romanesque and 
Gothic.

• End  19th C  The adoption of the proper pitch and beginning. 

• 2oth C the bagpipe used strike notes, or strikes.



13th  C

First evidence 
gaita

Alfonso 
X "el Sabio".

• The  kingdoms of the Iberian Peninsula had a high appreciation 
for the gaita.

• Fernando III el Santo (1201-1252) supported and protected the 
troubadours and minstrels in his kingdom. In this context we can 
establish a relationship between 

• Alfonso X el Sabio (1221-1284) and the medieval tradition of 
Allariz, where thirty gaiteiros (Galician bagpipers) would gather 
to play during the annual celebration of the Festa do Boi. This 
can be seen as setting a precedent for the later Galician bagpipe 
bands. 

• To elaborate further on the idea of the instrument's vitality in 
royal society, we reproduce a verse of Alfonso XI (1311-1350) 
below:

La gaita que es sutil (The fine bagpipe

con que todos placer han.                                everybody's delight)



• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zYKfy3UVZho

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Galician-
Portuguese#/media/File:Linguistic_map_Southwestern_Europ
e-en.gif

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zYKfy3UVZho
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Galician-Portuguese#/media/File:Linguistic_map_Southwestern_Europe-en.gif










Alalá
Most elemental and primitive chant in Galicia.
Its melodic essence seems to have a religious spirit, not determined. 

Normally it is simply sung, without any type of instrumental 
accompaniment, and with a free beat. 

The finest alalás can be found in the Galician highlands. 







https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lj9Notfuav0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lj9Notfuav0






https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xdoAf9KBz7U

Xavier Díaz    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CwjZd5ak7xA

Cristina Pato https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-qcrNA4SbaE

Tanxugueiras https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4uGN9efcACw
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CwjZd5ak7xA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-qcrNA4SbaE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4uGN9efcACw



